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1. Conditions for the existence of compatible tolerances on various algebras which 
are not congruences were studied in many papers (see [ l ] , [3] —[10]). The problem 
of finding necessary and sufficient conditions is still open, although in [10] one of 
such conditions was formulated (see Theorem 5 in [10]) for Ify4-lattices and lattices; 
however, this condition assumes the existence of a compatible tolerance which is 
not a congruence on a sublattice. 
Some new conditions for the existence of compatible tolerances which are not 
congruences are established in this paper. 
2. The symbol ^ = {A, J^> will denote an algebra with the support A and with 
the set of fundamental operations J*̂ . A tolerance relation on a set M is a reflexive 
and symmetric relation on M. In particular, each equivalence on M is a tolerance 
on M. A tolerance relation T on the set A is called compatible with ЭД, if and only if 
for each n-ary operation/e ,^ (where n is a positive integer) and for any 2n elements 
Xi,..., x„, y I, ..., y„ of Л which fulfil x̂ Ty,- for / = 1, ..., n we have / (x | , ..., x„) . 
.Tf{y„...,y,). 
3. Every equivalence relation is a tolerance relation. As is well-known, every 
equivalence on a set M determines a certain partition on M; the classes of this 
partition are called equivalence classes. Here we shall formulate an analogous result 
for tolerance relations. 
Definition. Let M be a non-empty set. The family Ш = [My, уеГ}, where Г is 
a subscript set, is called a covering of M by subsets, if and only if each M^ for 7 e Г 
is a subset of M and \J My = M. (We suppose My^ Ф M,.̂  for y^ 6 Г, 72 ^ A 7i + У2-) 
уеГ 
A covering 9Л = {My, у e Г} of a set M by subsets is called a x-covering of M, if 
and only if 9Л fulfils the following two conditions: 
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(1) if Уо e г and Гц £ Г, then 
уеГо уеГо 
(2) if N ^ M and N is not contained in any set from Ш, then N contains a two-
element subset of the same property. 
In particular, if 9Л = {My, y e Г} is a т-covering of M, then M^^ ç My^ for 
У1 e Г, 72 ^ Г, 7i Ф 72- This can be proved by putting Уо = 7i> ^0 = {Уа}- This 
implies also that all the sets of Ш1 are non-empty. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a non-empty set. Then there exists a one-to-one correspon­
dence between tolerance relations on M and z-coverings of Ш such that if T is 
a tolerance relation on M and Шт is the т-covering of M corresponding to T, 
then any two elements of M are in the relation T if and only if there exists a set 
from Шт which contains both of them. 
Proof. Let Г be a tolerance relation on M. Let 2т be the family of all subsets of M 
with the property that any two elements of the subset are in T. The family £^ contains 
all one-element subsets of M, therefore it is a covering of M by subsets. Let Шт 
be the family of all sets of 2т which are maximal with respect to the set inclusion 
(according to Zorn's Lemma such elements exist). Each set from 2т is contained 
in a set from Шт and 2т is a covering of M, therefore also Шт is a covering of M. 
Ltt Шт = {My, у e r } , where Г is a subscript set. Now let уо ^ Л TQ Ç Г and let 
My^ Ç и My. Let P = П My and suppose P ^ My^, Let xe P - My^, у e My^. 
уеГо уеГо 
This means у e \J My and thus there exists У1 e TQ such that у e My^. As xe P — 
уеГо 
— My^, we have xe P = f) My and thus also xeMy^. We have xTy. As у was 
уеГо 
chosen arbitrarily, we have xTy for each у e My^. Thus the set My^ KJ {x] e 2т 
and My is its proper subset; this means Му^фШт, which is a contradiction. We 
have necessarily Ç\ My ^ My^ and (l) is fulfilled. Now if a subset iV of M is not 
уеГо 
contained in any set from Шт, then N ф 2т and there exist two elements a, b of N 
which are not in the relation T. Thus the set {a, b} is not contained in any set from Шт 
and (2) is fulfilled. We have proved that Шт is a т-covering. Now let Ш = {My, у e Г} 
be a T-covering of M and let Tbe a relation on M such that xTy for xe M, y e M 
if and only if there exists y e Г such that x e My, у e My. The relation Tis evidently 
a tolerance. Now it remains to prove that if Шт is assigned to T according to the 
above rule, then Шт = Ш. This means to prove that each My for у e Г is a maximal 
element in £ j and each maximal element of 2т is in Ш. Suppose that My^ for some 
У1 e Г is not a maximal element in 2^; this means that there exists L G 2T such that 
Myj is a proper subset of L. Let xe L — My^. As L e fij, My^ a L,xeL,we have xTy 
for each уеМу^. This means that to each уеМу^ there exists у{у)еГ so that 
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y e My^yp X E Myf^yy We have М^^ ç U M ,̂̂ ,̂). As Шт is a t-covering, it is neces-
sarily f) My(y) ç My,. But x e М.д̂ ,) for each уеМ^^, thus x G fl ^)(>) ^"^ 
X e My,, which is a contradiction. Now suppose that there exists a set L e Шт — Ш. 
As ЗЯ ^ Шт, the set L' is not contained in any set from Ш. Thus there exist two 
elements c, d of L' such that the set {c, <i} is not contained in any set from Ш. This 
means that c\ d are not in the relation Г, thus L' ф 2т and also L! ф Шт, which is 
a contradiction. 
When Tis an equivalence relation, the corresponding т-covering Шт is the partition 
of M into equivalence classes of T. This follows from the construction of Шт. 
Theorem 2. Let M be a non-empty set, let Tj and T2 be tolerances on M. Let 
T = Ti n T2. Let Шт^, Шт2, Шт be the т-covering s of M corresponding to T^, T2, T 
respectively. Then each set of Шт is the intersection of a set from Шт1 cind a set 
from Шт2' ^ny intersection of a set from Шт^ and a set from Шт^ is a subset of 
some set from Шт-
Proof. Let MQ e Шт- Then, as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 1, any two 
elements of MQ are in T, this means simultaneously in T̂  and T2. Thus MQE ^7, , 
Mo e £7̂ 2 ^^^ i^^TQ exist sets M^ eSUt^,, M2 ЕШТ^, such that Mo ^ Mj , Mo ^ M2, 
this means Mo ^ M^ n M2. On the other hand, any two elements of M гл M2 
are in Г, thus M^ n M2 e £7 and there exists M'Q e Шт such that Mj n M2 ^ M'Q. 
We have Mo ^ Mo; as no set from Шт is a proper subset of another, we have Mo = 
= Mo and then also Mo = Mj n M2. Now let N^ e Шт,, N2 e Шт,. If N^ n N2 = 0, 
then this set is a subset of every set. Thus let N^ n N2 Ф 0. Any two elements of 
N1 n N2 are simultaneously in T^ and Г2, thus they are in T and N^ n N2E 2т. 
Thus there exists No e Шт such that N^ n N2 ^ NQ. 
This theorem cannot be strengthened so that any intersection of a set from Шт, 
ad a set from Шт-^ be a set from 'iOîĵ . Let M = {«, Ь, с, d, e , / } , let Т̂  consist of all 
pairs (x, x) for X e M and of the pairs [a, c), (c, a), (/>, c), (c, b), (fe, J), (J, b), (c, d), 
(d, c), let Г2 consist of all pairs (x, x) for x e M and of the pairs (c, d), (rf, c), (c, e), 
{e, c), (c , / ) , (/, c), (dj), (/, d). Then T = T^ n T2 consists of all pairs (x, x) for 
X e Mand ofthepairs(c", ß?),(J, c). WehaveuDîjj = {{a, c},{b, с, d},{e}, {f}},Шт, = 
= {{a}, {b}, {c, J , / } , {c, ^}}, З̂Лт̂  = {{a}, {b}, {c, d}, {e}, {/}}. The sets {a, c} e 
еШт,, {с, d} ЕШТ2 ^^^^ ^^^ intersection {с} фШт. 
Nor does an analogous assertion for T' = T^^ T2 hold. A set from Шт' need not 
be the union of sets from Шт, and sets from Шт,- (It is always contained in such 
a union, but this is a trivial assertion, because the whole M is such a union as well.) 
Let M consist of the elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34. Let Шт, = {{l, 2, 12}, 
{2,4,24}, {3,4,34}, {13}, {14}, {23}}, ^Ш ,̂ = {{1,4, 14}, {1,3,13}, {2,3,23}, 
{12}, {24}, {34}}. The proof that Шт, and Шт, are т-coverings of M is left to the 
reader. Let T,, T2 be tolerances on M corresponding to Шт, and Шт^ The т-
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covering Шт' corresponding to T' = T^ и T2 is Шт- = {{1,2,3,4}, {1,2, 12}, 
{1,3,13}, {1,4,14}, {2,3,23}, {2,4,24}, {3,4,34}}. The set {1,2, 3,4} 6 9Л^ 
is not the union of sets from Шт^ and Шт^ 
4. Now let us study compatible tolerances on algebras. 
Theorem 3. Let Ш = {A, J^> be an algebra, let T be a tolerance on A. Let Шт be 
the T-covering of A corresponding to T. The tolerance T is compatible with 2̂1, // 
and only if there exists an algebra © = <ß, •̂ > with these properties: 
(i) there exists a one-to-one mapping ф : J^ -> ^ such that for any positive 
integer n and for each fe ^ the operation cpf is n-ary if and only if f is n-ary; 
(ii) there exists a one-to-one mapping x • ^j -> В such that for each n-ary oper­
ation fe ^, where n is a positive integer, and for any n + 1 elements MQ, M ^ , . . . 
...,M„from Шт the equality (pf{x{Mi), ..., x{M„)) = x{-^o) implies that for 
any n elements a^, ..., a^ of A such that aie Mi for i = 1, ..., n the element 
f{a^,...,a^eMo. 
Proof. Let Tbe compatible with ^ . Construct the т-covering Шт- Let M^ ..., M„ 
be n elements of Шт, let a^, ..., a„, b^, ..., b„ be elements of A such that a^e Mi, 
biG Ml for / = 1, ..., 77. Let fe ^ be an и-агу operation. We have а^ТЬ,- for / = 
== 1, ..., w, thus from the compatibihty f{a^, ..., «„) Tf{b^,..., b„). The elements 
ai, bi were chosen arbitrarily, therefore the set of all elements/(xj , ..., x„), where 
Xi e Ml for / = 1, ...,n, has the property that any two of its elements are in Г and 
is contained in set MQ e Шт> Thus we may put В = Шт^ The mapping x will be the 
identical mapping on Шт- For any f e ^ the operation (pf is defined so that 
r/)/(x(Mi), ..., x(M„)) = х(Л^о) if and only if / (a^, ..., a„) e Mo, where a.eMi 
for i — \, .,.,n. Now suppose that the conditions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled. If x^, ..., x„, 
j i , ..., y„ are elements of A such that x{Tyi for / = L ..., w, then for every i both the 
elements Xi, yi belong to some set M,- from Шт- Now let / e #" and let MQ be the 
set of Шт such that (p/(/(Mi), ..., ;б(М„)) = /(Mo)- According to the assumption 
/ ( x , , ..., x„) G Mo, / ( j i , ..., y^ e Mo, thus / ( x j , ..., x„) Tf{)\, ..., j„). 
If Tis a congruence, then Ъ is a homomorphic image of '̂Л in the homormophism a 
corresponding to the congruence T To each element x of Л exactly one set M(x) 
from Шт exists which contains it; thus a is determined by / so that о(х) = х(М(х)). 
If Tis not a congruence, then this is not so, because there exist elements which are 
contained in more than one set from Шт. 
5. Definition. An algebra *Л = <Л, J^> is called idempotent, if for each element 
ae A and for each n-ary operation f e ^ the equality f (a, .... a) = a holds, 
n t imes 
Lemma 1. Let 51 = <Л, #"> be an idempotent algebra and let T be a tolerance 
compatible with ЭД. Denote Toi (x) = { j e Л | уТх]. Then Toi (x) is a subalgebra 
of 9t for each xe A, 
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Proof. Let «i, ..., a„ be in Toi (x), let / G J ^ be an n-ary operation. Then a^Tx 
for i = 1 , . . . , n; from the compatibihty of T we obtain / ( a^ , . . . , a„) Tf{x,..., x), 
therefore f{a,,..., a„) e Toi (x). " '''''' 
Theorem 4. Lef "ÎK = <У4, #"> 6^ an idempotent algebra, let T be a tolerance 
compatible with SIX, Then all the sets of the x-covering Шт corresponding to T are 
subalgebras of SIX. 
Proof. Let MQ e Шт, let N = П Toi (x). For each x and each y from Mo we have 
jceMo 
xTy, therefore v G Toi (x); as this holds for each x e MQ, we have yeN for each 
ye Mo and thus M о Ç N. Suppose that N - MQ ф (Ц and let z e N - MQ. Then 
z e Toi (x) for each x e MQ, this means zTx. The set MQ U {Z} G £ J and MQ is its 
proper subset, therefore Mo ф Шт, which is a contradiction. We have N — MQ = 0, 
this means Mo = /V = fl Toi (x). The set Toi (x) for each x G MO is a subalgebra 
of ^ according to Lemma 1, thus Mo is a non-empty intersection of some subalgebras 
of ^ and is a subalgebra of 2̂1. 
The above proved theorems imply Theorem 10 from [10]. 
Theorem. Let Lbe a lattice and let there exist a proper ideal J and a proper filter 
F of Lsuch that J и F = L, J n F ^ iD. Then there exists a compatible tolerance 
on L which is not a congruence. 
Proof. The pair { j , F} is a т-covering of L. For 33 we may take a two-element 
lattice Lo consisting of the elements O, /, where О < I. The join (or meet) in L is 
assigned the join (or meet, respectively) in Lo by cp. Further x(j) = O, x(^) = •̂ 
We can verify that all assumptions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, therefore the assertion 
is true. 
Corollary 1. Let L be a lattice with at least three elements. Then there exists 
a sublattice LQ of L on which a compatible tolerance exists which is not a con­
gruence. 
Proof. As Lcontains at least three elements, there exists an element a e Lwhich 
is neither the greatest nor the least element of L. Let Lo be the set of all elements 
of Lwhich are comparable with a. The set Lo is evidently a sublattice of L. Now let J 
(or F) be the set of all elements of Lo which are less (or greater, respectively) then or 
equal to a. Evidently J is a proper ideal of Lo, F is a proper filter if Lo, J u F = LQ 
and J n F = {a} Ф 0. Thus the assertion is true. 
6. Now we shall prove some theorems for concrete types of lattices. 
Theorem 5. Let Lbe a relatively complementary lattice. Then every compatible 
tolerance on L is a congruence. 
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Proof. Let Г be a compatible tolerance on L, let a, b, с be three elements of L 
such that aTb, ЪТс. Denote ä = aAbAc, c = avbvc. Let d be a relative 
complement of b in the interval <ä, c>. Then ä = (a л Ь л c) T(b A b A b) = b, 
с = (a V b V c) T{b V b V b) = b. This implies ä = b A [d v ä)Tc A (d v b) = 
= c. Thus, according to [9], Theorem 1, any two elements of <â, c> are in T, in 
particular аГс and T is transitive, i.e. it is a congruence. 
Lemma 2. Lef a, b, с be elements of a complete infinitely distributive lattice L 
such that a < b < с and b has no relative complement in the interval <(a, c>. 
Then the ideal J generated by the set M = {b} \j {x e L \ x A b = a} does not 
contain c. 
Proof. Suppose that J contains c. Then there exists a subset S of L such that 
X A b == afor each xe S and с ^ b v У x. Then 
xeS 
b V {c A \/ x) = (b V c) A (b V у x) = с , 
xeS xeS 
bA{cA\/x) = bA\/x = y{bAx) = a, 
xeS xeS xeS 
therefore с л у x is з. relative complement to b in the interval <öf, c>, which is a con­
gés 
tradiction. 
The union of all elements of a chain of ideals is an ideal and according to Zorn's 
Lemma there exists a maximal ideal J in L containing M and not containing c. 
Lemma 3. Let a, b, с be three elements of a distributive lattice Lsuch that a < 
< b < с and b has no relative complement in the interval {a, c>. Let J be the maxi­
mal ideal containing the set M = {b} KJ {x e L \ x A b = a} and not containing c. 
Then E = L — J is a filter of Land the filter F of L generated by the set E u {b} 
does not contain a. 
Proof. Evidently £ ф 0, because ce E. Let x e E, let v be an arbitrary element 
of L. Then X V y e E; otherwise it would be x v v e J and x = x л (x v y)e J , 
which would be a contradiction. Now let x e E, у e E. To the element x there exists 
an element x e J such that x v x' ^ c; otherwise by adding x and all elements 
less than x to J we should obtain an ideal containing M and not containing с and J 
would not be the maximal ideal with this property. Analogously there exists an 
element y' e J such that у v j ' ^ с Let z = x' v j ' ; we have xwz'^c, y y z ^ 
^ c, ze J. Then (x л j ) v z = (x v z) л {у w z) ^ с, thus x A у ф J and 
X A у eE. We have proved that E i s a filter of L. Now let F be the filter of L generated 
by the set £ u {b}. If a e F, then a ^ Ь л v, where у is an element of E. But then 
b A \y у a) = {b A y) V {b A a) = a, which means that у у ae M Я: J. As 
y g J V Л, we have also y e J, which is a contradiction. We have proved that афЕ. 
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Theorem 6. Let Lbe a distributive lattice which is not relatively complementary. 
Then in L a proper ideal J and a proper filter F exist so that JKJF — L, JnF^0. 
Proof follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. 
Corollary 2. For a distributive lattice L the following three assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) L is relatively complementary. 
(b) Each compatible tolerance on Lis a congruence. 
(c) / / J is a proper ideal of Land F is a proper filter of Lsuch that J и F = L, 
then J n F = Ф. 
7. In the end we shall prove other two theorems concerning tolerance relations on 
algebras in general. 
Theorem 7. Lefll^ — <^ i , J^i>, ̂ 1̂2 = {^2 ,^2) ^^^^^^^0^^^'*^'^ ^/^^^^"^^^^^ ОТ^^ 
let there exist a homomorphism ф of Ш^ onto 5t2- Let there exist a tolerance T 
on A2 which is not a congruence and is compatible with Ш2. Then there exists 
a tolerance T' on A^ which is not a congruence and is compatible with ^l^. 
Proof. We construct T' so that for any two elements x, у of A^ we have xT'y if 
and only if \l/(x) T ф{у). The relation Г ' thus constructed is evidently a tolerance. 
Let /1 e J^i be an n-ary relation, let x^, ..., x„, y^, ..., y„ be elements of A^ such 
that XiVyi for Î == L ..., n. Then 1/̂ (х,) T ф{у{) for г = 1, ..., /7. Let /2 be the 
operation from ^ 2 ^hich corresponds to /^ in the homomorphism 1/̂ . As T is a tole­
rance compatible with '5?Г2, we have/2(iA(xi), ..., iA(x„)) T /2(1/^(^1), •••, Ф(у,))' As 
/2(1^(^1), ..., Ф{х„)) = i//(/i(xi, ..., x„)), f2{Ф{Уl). ..., Ф{Уп)) = Wi{yu •". У J ) , we 
have/ i (x i , ..., x„) T'/i(>' , , ..., y^ and T' is a tolerance compatible with %^. As T 
is not a congruence, there exist elements a, b, с of A2 such that aTb, bTc, but not 
аТс. Let a (or b\ or c) be an element of A^ such that ф{а') = a (or ф{Ь') — b, 
or ф(с) — с, respectively). Then aVb', b'T'c, but not a'Tc and T' is not a con­
gruence. 
Corollary 3. Let an algebra % be the direct product of the algebras ^Л ,̂ ..., '*2Г„. 
On at least one of the algebras ^ t j , ..., ^ „ let there exist a tolerance compatible 
with this algebra which is not a congruence. Then there exists a tolerance com-
patible with Л̂ which is not a congruence. 
Theorem 8. Let Л̂ = {A, #"> be an algebra, \A\ ^ 3. Let there exist an element 
ae A which cannot be obtained as a result of an operation from .¥. Then there 
exists a tolerance Tcompatible with 51 which is not a congruence. 
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Proof. Let b be an element of Ä distinct from a. Consider the tolerance Г con­
sisting of the pairs (a, a), (a, 6), (6, a) and of all pairs (x, y) for xe Ä — {a}, у e 
e A — {a}. If Xi, ..., x„, y^, ..., y„ are elements of A a n d / e F is an n-ary operation, 
then /(xi, ,..,x„)eÄ - {a}, /(y^, ..., у„)еЛ - {«}, thus /(xj , ...,x„) T/(yi, ... 
...,>'„). Thus T is a tolerance compatible with 51. It is not a congruence, because 
aTb, bTc, but not аТс, where с is an arbitrary element of Л — {a, b}. 
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